Masi’s Speciale Randonneur is a citizen of the world. Its first name is Italian; its last name, French. Born in Asia to American parents, it would be the perfect fit for the ethnically fluid Dave Stohler, assuming he’s long since worn out his 1978 Masi Gran Criterium and given up racing for touring.

The Speciale Randonneur is not a racing bike, designed for breaking away. Nor is it a full-on touring bike, meant for staying away. Masi’s website casts the Speciale Randonneur as “a sport-touring, all-road bike.” And given its rando’ roots, product manager Kellen LeBlanc says, it plays best with a front rack and bag, plus maybe a small framebag or seatbag “if you need more room for stuff.”

This light-duty rig has been in and out of the Masi line for a decade now, and like the rest of cycling fashion, it’s changed with the times.

For instance, the Speciale Randonneur had 700c wheels until 2017, when WTB released its 650b x 47mm Horizons, and that’s what you’ll find on its tubeless-ready rims today.

Those fatties look big enough to support a relaxing float in a flooded limestone quarry. Even with heavy, sealant-filled inner tubes, they bobbed pleasantly over New Mexico’s roads when pumped to 40–50 psi. They’re best kept to pavement and hardpack in...
my corner of the Chihuahuan Desert though — without rain to tamp it down, the soft stuff here is a little too much so for their minimalist herringbone tread.

The chromoly frameset, which uses Columbus Cromor in the main triangle and house-brand tubes elsewhere, sports an antique pewter finish, along with three sets of bottle bosses, rack and fender mounts, and a chain hanger and pump peg.

What sets everything rolling on this $1,470 mid-range model is a bit of this and that: 10-speed Shimano Tiagra STI levers and rear derailer; 105 front derailer; 11–34T Shimano HG500 cassette; and a Praxis Works Alba M24 crankset/bottom bracket combo with 48/32T chainrings.

This was my first experience with Praxis, and I’m always curious to see how the new guy fits in. LeBlanc described the shifting as “spot on,” and he was, well, spot on. These disparate bits got along like old school pals. And the gearing, with a low end of 32x34 (25.1 gear inches), is well suited to pretty much everything save an extended slog through the mountains lugging heavy weight.

Speaking of which, LeBlanc was also on the money when he described the best setup for the Speciale Randonneur. Just because the mounts were there, I threw on a Tubus Cargo Classic rack and an Arkel TailRider trunk, but the load rode too high for comfort, especially when climbing out of the saddle.

Next I tried a Tubus Logo Evo and hung Arkel B-40 panniers on the lower rails, which shifted the weight down and farther back. But even then, given the bike’s comparatively short chainstays,
large bags might nip the heels of anyone wearing shoes bigger than my size 42 Sidis.

“It’s not ideal,” as LeBlanc observed. I felt better about a pair of lightly loaded Arkel B-26 bags hung up front on a Tubus Ergo low-rider. After adding two Revelate bags (Egress Pocket on the handlebar, Pika underneath the saddle), and distributing a minimalist cargo of about a dozen pounds, the Speciale Randonneur and I managed nicely. Some sort of actual rando-bag-and-rack combo, coupled with frame- and seatbags, may be your best bet for that weekend getaway from your day job at the A&P.

And whether you’re logging kilometers in the country or just rolling around campus, the Speciale Randonneur makes the trip worth taking. Sure, at nearly 30 pounds before adding pedals, it’s no featherweight, but it’s surprisingly light on its feet for a big fella. It’s fun to throw around corners at speed, and rock solid on swooping descents.

You could shed a little weight by losing the buffed steel fenders. They look great with the bike’s pewter tubes, but the front one can reflect the midday sun into your eyes. And while it steers clear of the toes and an under-the-down-tube water bottle, it wants all four eyelets at the fork dropouts.

Also, like a similar setup on the the Jamis Aurora Elite (Road Test, April 2019), the rear fender clattered over every little imperfection in the road. The mechanics at Sport Systems in Albuquerque mentioned this when I picked up the bike, and one suggested that a strategically placed slice of inner tube might quell the racket. That worked, until it didn’t, and then a brief medieval interlude with the pliers finally shook the racket out of my roll for good.

Stem, handlebar, seatpost, and rims are all Brev. M (house-label) components. Alex gets second billing on the hoops, which are laced to sealed-bearing hubs from Joy-Tech.

I was very comfortable on the 440mm bar, with its broad, flat top
and shallow, lightly flared drops. You’ll find plenty of room to park bags, bells, and whistles. But the 110mm stem felt overlong on my 56cm review model. And I’m not a fan of textured saddles like the Masi Classic Rivet, which is also a little wider than I like. Still, these are peccadilloes, easily swapped out for a better fit if need be.

Don’t change those tires, though. Seriously, they’re right up there with closing your Twitter account: jarring annoyances you’ve come to accept as part of your daily routine are suddenly right off your radar.

I’d call the Speciale Randonneur fairly priced for what you get, but if you’d like to shop around a bit, you don’t even have to leave your friendly neighborhood Masi dealer. Their adventure-cycling bench is a deep one.

For another $430 you can step up to the Speciale Randonneur Elite, which rolls with Shimano 105, TRP Spyre-C dual-piston mechanical discs, thru-axles, a lighter set of aluminum fenders, and a dynamo headlight. It has that nice Praxis Works crank and those WTB tires, too.

And then there’s the Giramondo (Road Test, May 2017), which can be had in two versions: a $1,350, 650b-wheeled, dropbar off-roader aimed at the go-anywhere bikepacker, and a 700c tourer that LeBlanc described as “an expedition bike ... designed for more of the rack/pannier crowd.” That model features a Deore triple setup, plus Tubus racks front and rear, for the low, low price of just $1,400.

I wouldn’t mind laying hands on either of those bad boys myself. With the money I’d save, I could feel good about adding a fitted cotton “Cutters” T-shirt to my tab.

I’m not taping my shoes to the pedals though. Or shaving my legs. ☹️
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